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Introduction
There is an approach to the Torelli problem by using degeneracy loci.
Namikawa and Friedman succeeded to prove the generic Torelli theorem for
curves [21] and the Torelli theorem for algebraic K3 surfaces [14] respectively
in this direction.
In case of Todorov surfaces X, since the period map sending X to the
Hodge structure on IP(X) has positive dimensional fibers ([29], [30], [31], [32],
[33]) it is necessary to consider the mixed period map which sends X to the
mixed Hodge structure on IP(X—C)y where C is the unique canonical curve of
X ([34], [23]). On the other hand, we can observe that Todorov surfaces are
connected by "tame" degenerations and smooth deformations. It is the pur-
pose of the present paper to try to solve mixed Torelli problem for Todorov
surfaces by using the "tame" degenerations. At present we have formulated the
problem inductively and obtained some results but we have not yet arrived at the
final destination.
We give examples of "tame" degenerations of double covers of surfaces as
Table 0 on the next page. Degenerations of type (/
x
) in Table 0 are observed
for Todorov surfaces and surfaces with cl=2ρg—3, type (72) are observed for
Kunev surfaces, and (Hi) are observed for surfaces on the Noether line ([36],
[37]). Recently these phenomena are observed more widely ([18], [4], [2], [3]).
So our present trial can be seen as a miniature of a more ambitious attempt,
namely, to attack (mixed) Torelli problem for surfaces of general type via
degeneracy loci.
§1 is a Hodge theoretic preliminary. We recall, after [28], the construc-
tions of (filtered) cohomological mixed Hodge complexes whose hypercohomolo-
gies yield the terms in a mixed version of the Clemens-Schmid sequence. We
distinguish filtrations corresponding to the openness of the varieties in question
and to their singularity and see their relationships. We prove partial results
on the exactness of the mixed Clemens-Schmid sequence.
§2 contains an observation that the moduli spaces of Todorov surfaces are
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Table 0
degeneration
of branch
locus
passing an
isolated
branch point
A
passing
having
ordinary
quadruple
point
central fiber of semi-stable
degeneration of pairs:
(X0,Y0),X0=V+W
genus drops by 1
(no base extension)
V W: rational
section of fibration ou V,
E& on V
(base extension of 2: 1 one)
W: rational
part of singular fiber of fib-
ration by curves of genus 2
on V) E& on V
(base extension of 2: 1 once)
change of
oίV
(0,0,-1)
(0, +1,-1)
(-1,0,-1)
local monod-
romy on
II
connected by "tame" degenerations, i.e., type (1^ in Table 0. We use the
results in [20].
In §3, we recall the moduli spaces of Todorov surfaces contructed in [20]
and the formulation of a mixed period map in [34]. We give a candidate of a
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global monodromy.
In §4, we prove the splitting of the local monodromy over Z by using
the result in §1 and extend the mixed period map over the "tame" degenera-
tions.
§5 contains a useful result in the induction step of our framework. We
also prove partially the infinitesimal mixed Torelli theorem for the extended
mixed period map.
1. Mixed version of Clemens-Schmid sequence
(1.1) Let
(1.1.1) /:(3?,<V)->Δ
be a semi-stable degeneration of pairs, i.e., 3? is a submanifold of PNXA, the
restriction of the projection/: jC-^Δ is a flat morphism over a disc Δ whose fiber
Xt :=f'\t) -over ί G Δ is smooth for £4=0 and Xo is a reduced divisor with
simple normal crossings, fy is a reduced divisor of 3C flat with respect to /, and
XQ+^V has simple normal crossings. Any projective 1-ρarameter degeneration
of pairs can be reduced to this case after a finite base extension (cf. [17, II],
[23, 1.9]).
We use the following notation:
ψ: = T-X
o
,
A*: = Δ—{0} , A*-»Δ* universal cover u H-> exρ(2τr\/— 1M) >
O
β
: = x.-y...
For a variety Z with simple normal crossings, we use the following notation:
Zω: locus of points in Z of multiplicity > z .
a: Z(i) -> ZωdZ the normalization.
We consider the diagram
o
o 7 o
^ ^ > ^
(1.1.3) \ϊ
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o
Since (1.1.1) is locally C°°-trivial over Δ*, Rn f*Q%>* is a local system and the
Gysin filtration G induced from the canonical filtration r (see [10, II. (1.4.6)])
o
of R}*Q$>* (i.e., the Leray filtration for /: 3£*-*3£*^>A*) consists of local
subsystems. We denote by
the associated filtered vector bundle with the Gauss-Manin connection.
o o o o
Since /~ιOΔ*->ίV2£*/Λ* is a resolution and / in (1.1.3) is Stein, R^f'1 (?Δ*
o
is represented by ^*Ω*^*/Δ* hence by Ω\e*/Δ*(log Q}*) [9,11. (3.3.1), (3.14.i)],which together with the canonical filtration r and with the weight filration
are filtered quasi-isomorphic [10,11. (3.1.8)]. Therefore,
(1.1.5) (cy, G) ^ ( i ? 7 * Ω ^ V Δ
By the same reasoning, an exact sequence
(1.1.6) 0 -* l ή / ΏI t-l] -* ΛSC/
is represented by
α 17) ° ^ ί l i * ® / - i θ Λ *
Ω (i <y*) Ω \ ( i <y*) - o ,
hence we see that the Gauss-Manin connection V of °V is induced as the con-
necting homomorphism of the hypercohomology sequence of (1.1.7) [16].
The following lemma can be found in [9,11. (5.2), (7.11)], [27, (2.16)] and
[28, (5.3)].
Lemma (1.1.8). ^-—Rnf*Ω'2£/x(}og(cl}-\-X0)) is the canonical extension
of (C[7, G, V), i.e., the following hold:
(i) <V is a vector bundle on Δ with <V \
 Δ * =
c l ; .
(ii) G on^V extends uniquely to a filtration of ^V by subbundles, also denoted
byG.
(iii) V extends to a connection of Cl? with logarithmic pole at O G Δ with
Res
o
(V) nilpotent.
Idea of Proof, (i) and (ii) follow from a fundamental observaiton: For
Λ ^ and u=\og (tβπ v/^Ί),
( }
 rsi-^ n x
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where QIS means quasi-isomorphic and
(1.1.10) Ψt(Σ COJ uj): = (image of ω0).
(iii) follows from an exact sequence
α l i n ° ^ f ί
Ω ^ l o g (<*J+X0)) -> Ω"^/Δ(log (V+Xo)) - 0 ,
which is an extension of (1.1.7), and a direct computation of the residue. For
details, see the above references. I
(1.2) We recall the construction of the mixed version of the Steenbrink
complex A* in [28, §5] (see also [22, § 14], [12]). In the situation and the nota-
tion in (1.1), we consider a diagram
o
o k o
(1.2.1) I
By the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem [26, p.232], we see
[28, (5.20)], where Δ"(Z) is the complex of sheaves of germs of singular Q-
cochains on a topological space Z. Since Δ*(Z) is a fine resolution of QZt we
see by the above result, that
1 2 r φ : ί%Δχ£), ΓίXO^ί^ΔXX.) and
are representatives of i~ι Rί*Q%>, i~ι Rk*QXoo and i~ι Rk'*QXoo respectively.
o
Γ{XOO) is of course a candidate of the Q-structure but the monodromy log-
arithm log T can not be lifted on this complex. In order to rescue this situation,
we need a rather complicated construction of A*Q in the following way.
The automorphism (x> u)\->(x, u— 1) on Xoo:=3£*X±*&* induces an auto-
morphism T of Γ(Xco). Define
R(XJ): = U(1.2.3)
 0«>°
5 ' £ ' ( X )
Then these inclusions are quasi-isomorphisms [28, (5.9)] (more precisely, see
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[22, §14]), and
(1.2.4) δ: = log T: B'(X~) -* R(X
m
)
is well-defined by construction.
Let
P{B) : = p(B'(XJ, l®δy=:s'(Γ(3£)®p(B (XJ, 8))
be the mapping cone, i.e.,
p(B)>: = Bp®Bp~ι, d(x,y): = (dx, (1®8) *-<fy)
We define a morphism of complexes
(1.2.5) θ:
 P(BY-^ p(BY[ί] by θ(x9y): = (0, x).
Let
τ'q(IΓ®Lm): = (τ f #")®Z/, τί '( ίΓ®L ): = X#®(τ f Lβ),
be the partial canonical filtratiosn for a tensor product of complexes K° and
L\ where r is the canonical filtration.
o
A double complex AQ=AQ(XOO) is defined as
-.,. _ Γ (P(£)'M') [ϊ+l] if ί > - 1 and
10 otherwise,
(1.2.6)
d': ApQ
q
 -* i ί$ + 1 « is induced from (-l)9+1 dp<B), and
d": ApQ
q
 -* ^4^'9+ x is induced from θ .
The Q-structure of the mixed version of the Steenbrίnk complex is the associated
single complex:
(1.2.7) AQ: = S'(AQ) , rf: = ( - l ) β d'+d" = - r f P ( Λ + β on
It can be seen that the map B%C->AQ defined by Bp^χt->(0, x)^Ap^ is a quasi-
isomorphism [28, (5.13)].
Let δ and v be endomorphisms of the complex A*Q defined by
, and
projection.
These are homotopic [28, (5.14)]. In fact, it is easy to verify that the map given
by
h: A?1-*-1-* Atf-1 h(x,y): = (yy0)
satisfies v—H=dh-\-hd. Moreover the endomorphisms l®δ of B' and § of ^4^
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are compatible with B'^+AQ. Hence v on A'Q induces log T on the hyper-
cohomology, which is the significance of the complex A'Q.
Let W(X0) be the partial weight filtration of the complex Ω »^ (log(Q)+X0))9
i.e., ^ ( ^ Ω ^ l o g ί ^ + X o ^ i ^ Ω ^ l o g ί ^ + X o ^ Λ Ω ^ ^ l o g ^ ) . We define a
o
double complex A'c=Ac(Xco) by
ΛU. _ 1 ^ hc (log (<V+^o))/WΓ,W) [?+l] if A
( 0 otherwise,
(1.2.9)
d': Ap
c
q
 -> At?1'9 is induced from (—l)ί+1(exterior differential), and
d": Ap
c
q
 -> Apd
q+1
 is induced from θ A,
where
(1.2.10) θ: — /*rf log t\2τt^~ΞΛ , *: a parameter of the disc Δ .
The C-structure of the mixed version of the Steenbrink complex is the associated
single complex:
(1.2.11)
Ac: = s\Ac), d: = (-1)9 d'+d" = -(exterior differential)+θ A on Ap
c
q
Let v be the endomorphism of the complex A
c
 defined by
(1.2.12) v: Ap
c
q
 -> Afr1'**1 projection.
In order to see the relation between the Q-structure and the C-structure,
we set
S(XJ): = t'1Sl'
χ
{logX
ΰ
)[u]9 where u = log tβπy/^ϊ > and
and construct a complex
(1.2.14) Ac from B*
in the same way as the construction of A'Q from B\ We define an endomor-
phism
(1.2.15) δ of JB (XO) by δ ( Σ ωy i^'//!): - - Σ ωy uf-ηU-iy.,
and denote the induced ones by
1®8 on 5 # ,
(
'
# }
 8onic, δ(x,y):
We denote also by
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(1.2.17) v on A'
c
: the one induced from the projection Ap
c
q
 -* Ap
c
~
ltQ+1
 .
Then we have compatible quasi-isomorphisms:
δ on AQ®C
\\QIS [28,(5.13)]
δ on B'®C
'\IQIS [28,(5.18)]
l®δ on &
Hois [28,(5.13)]
(1.2.18) S on Ac
II [28,(5.14)]
v on Ac
Tfcllβ/s [28,(5.18)]
z; on 4^J;
( - l ) βΛt?o« [28,(5.5)], [27,(4.16)]
where ψt above is induced from a morphism of dobule complexes defined by
(1.2.19) ψt:Ή?-+A!?, ψt(ΣxjuΊjl,'ΣyJu>ljl): = xo+duΛyo.
Taking hypercohomology, (1.2.18) induces a compatible isomorphism (cf. [27,
(4.22)]):
log T on H\X^ C)
(1.2.20) ψtU
V) on Φ(0) = Hn(X0, Ω^
where V is the Gauss-Manin connection in (1.1.8). In this sense, we here-
after denote
(1.2.21) N: = logT= -In V ^ ϊ Res
o
(V).
REMARK (1.2.22). [27,(4.24)] explains how the isomorphism ψt in (1.2.20)
depends on the choice of the parameter ί of Δ (cf. also [22,(14.18)]). This
can be also explained in the following way.
Let {ely •••, er} be a multi-valued flat frame of ^ V in (1.1.5). Modifying
gj: = exp(—ulog T)e3
we get an invariant frame {el9 *",er} which extends over Δ and induces a basis
of the central fiber ^(O) of the canonical extension [9, II. §5], also denoted by
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the same symbols. Let M
v
 and M
τ
 be the matrices such that
(Vli, , W
Γ
) = (e1,-,er)Mv, and
Then
ψt{ej) — βj for all j ,
and under this identification we have (cf. [9,11.(1.17), (5.6)])
log M
τ
 = -2π y/ZZ\ Res
o
(M
v
). I
We define filtrations of A" by
GiA'q: = image
(1.2.23) ' & [ Wj
The convolution (or amalgamation) Ff*F" of two filtrations ί" and ί1^ is
defined by
(F'*F»)kι = ί + Σ F'{ n F / [28,(1.4)].
Lemma (1.2.24). (i) (A\ G*L)->(A', W) is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.
(ii) G on A' satisfies
i i , g \ ) [ \ 9
QIS
and induces the Gysin filtration on the hypercohomology, where FίP is the normal-
ization of the i-ple locus of Y
m
.
(iii) (AQ, L)®CfPfgiA'c, L), where FQIS means filtered quasi-isomorphic,
and L on A'Q induces the N-filtration on the hyper cohomology, i.e., NLjClLj-2
W: gr^grfy on Hn(X0, A Q)=H"(X», Q).
Proof. SetΩ:=Ω^.(log(<y+^0)). Then
[G*L)kAS
= (ΈJ(wi(^)+wg(x0)) n {Wj+2t+1(xo)+wq(x0)))iw9(x0)) a [i]
= (*Σ V ι ( ^ n ίF
ί
(Z0)+^.+2
i+j=k
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= ((Wk+2q+1(QJ+X0)+Wq(X0))IWq(X0))n[l] =
Similarly we have (G*L)kA"Qc:WkAQ. These together with [10,11.(3.18)] yield
a commuatitive diagram:
(A'
Φ
G*L)®C ~ (Ac9τ'*τ"[-2q-ΐ\) 2ί (A'C,G*L)
FQIS FQIS
! II
{A
 Q,W)®C 71 (A o,τ[-2q-ϊ]) Z. (A'e,W)
FQIS FQIS
From this we get the assertion for the Q-structure. This proves (i).
The first assertion of (ii) is immediate by definition. As for the second,
gr? A? -
ψ
= ί A χ γ M ) [-i] .
Similarly we have the second assertion for the C-structure. The last assertion
follows from these. This proves (ii).
The first assertion of (iii) is easy by construction. We prove the second
assertion.
vL,A(f = *τJ'+2,+1 A*j = τj '+ 2 f + 1 AtΓ1-'*1 = L^Aίr1-'*1.
Hence ΛΓLycLy_2 on /Γ(Xo, Q). Next we observe that
(A
 Q9G)~(Rίt.Q}t,τ), where lt:Xt<^Xt (ίeΔ*)
QIS
and that the latter is a part of the functorial cohomological mixed Hodge com-
plex for Xo(see [10,111(8.1)]) hence the spectial sequence of {RΓRlt*Q%t,τ)
degenerates in E2=EΌo. We also observe that under
gr?A"(Xj2ίA"ι (YM)
QIS
o ^ ,
Lj gr? A'\XOO) corresponds to Wj A"i'm(Yiί)) and the dλ of the above spectral
sequence are morphisms of mixed Hodge structures (actually, Gysin maps), so
L—Won E1 is strict for dx [10, II.(2.3.5.iii)]. It follows that taking cohomology
and grL commute [10,11.(1.l.ll.ii)]. By [27, (5.9)] (see (A.I) below),
Nj:grf E{q~grijEp1q.
Hence
Nj: grj EΓ-Λ+i 2£ gr£y £"Γ'Λ + ί".
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That is
iV: grf gr? H*(X^ Q) ~ gr£, grf i T ^ , Q).
This implies
NΊ grf #*(£., Q) ~ gr£y £T(£., Q). I
[11] generalized the notion of cohomological mixed Hodge complex (CMHC,
for short) in [10,111.(8.1)] to:
DEFINITION (1.2.25). (M, G)=((M'Q, G, W), (M'Cf G, Wy F), a) is a G-
filtered CMHC on a topologίcal space Z if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) M is a Q-CMHC on Z. a: (M'Q, Gy W)®C^(M'C, Gy W) is a bίfilter-
ed quasi-isomorphism.
(ii) grf M is a Q-CMHC on Z for each ί.
(iii) Dec W and grG commute on M':=RΓM'Q.
(iv) The spectral sequence of (M\ G) degenerates in E2=EOO.
Recall that the Hodge filtration F on °^ in (1.1.5) is the one induced from
the stupid filtration
F>Ω
 χ
*{log 9/*): = Σ Ω^*(log Ψ)
ρ
f>ρ
The following lemma can be found in [28, §5, (6.9), (3.13), Appledix].
Lemma (1.2.26). ((A'Q, G, W)y (Amc, Gy Wy F)y a) is a G-filtered CMHC
on X
o
, whose hypercohomology yields a limit of the variation of mixed Hodge struc-
ture arising from f: 5C*-^Δ*, that isy the following hold:
(i) W on AQ induces the G-relative N-filtration on the hypercohomologyy i.e.,
NWka Wk.z and N
J
: grf+* grf ^grΓ-» grf on H"(X0, A'Q)=H"(X., Q).
(ii) F on CV extends to a filtration of φ in (1.1.8) such that Fpgτfφ is
locally free and Fp Φ(ΰ)=Fp H*(X0, A'c) for each i and p.
Proof. By (1.2.24.i) and [38, Π.(A.l)], we have
grf Ac ^ φ grfgrfAc
where Q}w{\Xtf"> is the normalization of (ί-ple in cl}, j'-ple in X0)-locus of
cy+Xo and a: ^f]X^^X0 is the projection (cf. [28, (5.22)]). The above
isomorphism is compatible with F and we have a similar decomposition for the
Q-stiucture. (1.2.25.Ϊ) follows. By (1.2.24.Ϊ), [38, II(A.l)] and [28, (1.5)], we have
gif A c^Q grf grf A' =* θ g r f grf A'.
i+j=k i
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This is compatible with F. (L2.25.ii) follows. (1.2.25.iii) also follows by [28,
(6.8)]. (1.2.25.iv) is already shown in the proof of (1.2.24.iii). This proves
the first half of the assertion.
The proof of (i) in the second assertion is analogous to that of (1.2.24.ϋi)
and we omit it.
As for (ii), set Ω(ί):=Ω^./Δ(log (V+XQ))®0χt ( ίeΔ) . We first note that,
for θ: =f*d log tβπ v 7 ^ ,
ΘA : (Ω(0), F)£is{A'c, F) (cf. [27, (4.16)]).
This implies Fp Φ(0)=Fp Hn(XOy A'c). As we have seen in the proof of
(1.2.24.iii), F on the E
x
 of the spectral sequence of (RΓR/t* Qj , , T) is strict for
d
v
 Hence grF commutes with taking cohomology, and we can compute as
gr* gr? Φ(t) = gr£ gr? Hn(RΓΩ(ή)
= grj. EV>«+i(RΓΩ(t), G) = gr£ Eτi+^(RΓa(t)y Dec G)
- H"(RΓ grj gv?ϊ
From this, we see that dim gr£ gr? ^(t) is upper semi-continuous in
On the other hand, dim gr? ^(t) is constant. Hence gr£ gr? Q7 is locally free
by the continuity theorem. I
(1.3) In the situation of (LI), we recall a construction of a CMHC K"
whose hypercohomology gives the functorial mixed Hodge structure on the
cohomology of X
o
 (cf. [10,111.(8.1.12)]).
Let KQ be a double complex defined by
Q * — 1
10 otherwise,
d': K% -* Kfr1-9 is (- l ) ί + 1 d
Γ
φ , and
d": KpQ
q
 -* KpQ
 q+1
 is the Mayer-Vietoris map 1®(Σ ( - l ) δf).
where a: Xtf+1)-*X0 is the projection and Γ(3£) is the complex in (1.2.2). The
Q-structure is defined as the associated single complex
(1.3.1) K*Q, d: = (-\γ d'+d" = -dΓφ+ί®(ψ (~1Y Sf) on K*j
Let Kc be a double complex defined by
jζpf.
 =
 \ u***χwίi\"JΈ>Vιi\ i-Λ d- υ ) ) tip, !
. 0 otherwise,
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d': Kp
c
" -» K&1-1 is ( - l)*+1(exterior differential), and
d": Kp
c
q
 -* Kpdt+1 is the Mayer-Vietoris map Σ (-1)'' δf .
The C-structure is defined as the associated single complex
(1.3.2) K'c, d: = {-lyd'+d" = -(exterior diflferential)+Σ(-l)' δf on
We define filtrations of K'Q and K'c by
G K' =\TiKQ
'
 :
 ~~ 1 WtfQ) K'c over C ,
j K":= θ K'q over Q as well as over C ,
Lemma (1.3.4). (i) (K', G*L)-+(K', W) is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.
(ii) (K'Q, G)®C ~ (K'c G) and G on K' satisfies
FQIS
vGiCGi, grf K' ~ a*K-{ty'> Π X
β
) [-»],
QIS
hence induces the Gysin filtration on the hypercohomology.
(iii) (KQ, L)®C ~ (K'C) L) and L on K'Q satisfies
FQIS
QIS Λ0
hence induces the Mayer-Vίetoris filtration on the hypercohomology.
(iv) K:=((KQ, W), (KC, W,F),a) is a CMHC over Q on X
o
, whose
o
hypercohomology yields the ftinctorial mixed Hodge structure on H\X0, Q).
(v) If the spectral sequence of RΓK' by the filtration G (resp. L) degenerates
in E2=EOO} then K with G (resp. L) is a G-filtered (resp. L-filtered) CMHC over Q,
(vi) K'
c
=Ker{z>: A'C->A'C} and the filtrations G, Ly W and F on both terms
coincide respectively.
Proof. (ί):{G*L)kK"'=Tii^k{
The firsc assertion of (ii) follows immediately by definition. As for the
second,
gr? K'S = g rΓ ( < y ) «*Ω >(
ϊ + . ) (lo
^ β*Ω^ωnίf+1) [-i] =
Similarly, we get the assertion for the Q-structure. The third assertion follows
from these.
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The first assertion of (iii) follows immediately by definition.
grf K'
c
 = K
 ό
-'[j]
= «*
Ωi
r
,
 +D (log WX^+1O)M£/*Clc-;>υ[j].
Similarly, we get the assertion for the Q-structure. The third assertion follows
from these.
(iv) is found in [10,111.(8.1.12)]. (v) is easy to verify by using (i) and
[28, (6.8)]. (vi) is immediate by construction. I
We now recall a construction of a Q-CMHC C" whose hypercohomology
o o
gives the functorial mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of (3?, 3£*)
(cf. [15, IV.5]).
We are working on a diagram:
(1.3.5)
As in (1.2.2), the complexes
(1.3.6) ί ' φ - ^ ^ ^ ώ , Γ(3£*): = ί"1 ;*Δ#(3?*) and
o
are representatives of ί~ι RJ^Qcg, i~ι Rj*Qr£* and i~ι R(ίj)*Q%>* respectively.
The complexes CQ and C*
c
 and their filtrations are defined as
{(r(£)!r(£))[ΐ\ overQ,
l(Ω^(l(Q;+X))/%(l^))[l] overC,
(1.3.7)
Gt C-. = image J
8
 l
= ima e iy . x age j
Wk C : = image8 Wt+1(<*J+X0)C£ε(log(<lJ+X,))[l]-+Cc,
F>C'C: = image of F> (Ω^(log (^+^0)) [1]) ~* C'c .
Lemma (1.3.8). (i) (C',G*L)-*(C',W) is α filtered quαsi-isomorphism.
(ii) (CQ, G)®C =S (C^, G) α«rf G on C* w ώ f c
FQ/S
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QIS
hence induces the Gysin filtration on the hyper cohomology.
(iii) (C'Q, L)®C 2t (Cc, L) and L on C'Q satisfies
FQIS
hence induces the Mayer-Vietoris filtration on the hypercohomology.
(iv) C:=((CQ, W), (CC, Wy F), a) is a CMHC over Q on XQ, whose hyper-
o o
cohomology yields the functorial mixed Hodge structure on H'(3£, 3?*; Q) [2].
(v) If the spectral sequence of RFC* by the filtration G (resp. L) degenerates
in Ef^Eoo, then C with G (resp. L) is a G-filtered (resp. L-filtered) CMHC over
Q.
(vi) C
c
=Coker{z/: AC^ΆC} and the filiations Gy L, W and F on both
terms coincide respectively.
Proof, (i), (ii) and (iii) are proved analogously as (1.2.24.i), (1.2.24.ii) and
(1.3.4.iii) respectively hence we omit it. (iv) is found in [15, IV.5]. In fact, by
the Kunneth formula and the residue formula,
grf CQ =?s ®j
njW r^* /τ\
gΓ* t c — ψ <
These show that gr^ C is a CHC hence C* is a CMHC. (v) is easy to verify by
using (i) and [28, (6.8)]. (vi) is immediate by construction. I
(1.4) In the situation of (1.1), we shall construct a mixed version of the
Clemens-Schmid sequence after [38, §7].
Let
(1.4.1) v:A -*A
be the mixed version of the Steenbrink complex and the lifting of the monodro-
my logarithm in (1.2). From (1.4.1), we have an exact sequence
0 -^ Ker(,,) -* A' - ^ A' -* Cokeψ) -* 0
\ /
(1.4.2) Im(y)
/ \
0 0
Taking the hypercohomology, we have two long sequences (for n odd or even)
(1.4.3) -* H\χ ah) -* H*{x
α
) -* H"{xj) ϋ H"(χ
m
) -* H*+2(% ah) -*
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over Q by (1.2.25), (1.3.4.iv) and (1.3.8.iv). This is a mixed version of the
Clemens-Schmid sequence.
The following is the Poincarό duality (for the prooi, see [26]).
Lemma (1.4.4). Hn(X, i 3 * Z)^i/2J+2_M(X0, YQ; Z) where J + l = d i m X
Proposition (1.4.5). In the situation of (1.1), we have for the cohomology
with coefficients in Q, the folowing:
(i) (1.4.3) is a sequence of mixed Hodge structures over Q.
(ii) The filtrations G as well as L on each term of (1.4.3) are compatible
respectively,
(iii) If QJ is smooth (possibly reducible), then (1.4.3) is a sequence of G-
filtered mixed Hodge structures over Q.
(iv) // 0} is smooth (possibly reducible), the Gysin map HΌ(Y00)-^H2(X00)
is injective and ϋf2 ( ί_1(X0)=0, where d— dim Xo, then the following parts of (1.4.3)
are exact:
IP(X0) -> H\XJ
t §E*) -* IP(X0)
Proof, (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from (1.2.25), (1.3.4) and (1.3.8).
In order to prove (iv), we first note that taking gτG on each term of (1.4.2)
yield the following commutative diagram consisting of the Clemens-Schmid se-
quences as horizontal lines and the Thom-Gysin sequences as vertical lines:
H-\% <ψ) -> H-\Y0)
o f o
Hn(3£,3e*) ->
(1.4.6)
ί
o 
ί
ί
t
o
ί
-> /Γ(X0) ->
- i ί » - 2 ( y 0 ) -
ί
o
H"(X~)
t
ί
t
o
t
ί
ί
o o
rj-fl-+-2/cv3 c > ^ ί i ί \
t
ί
-»• i ϊ ' ί ^ , ^ * )
We shall prove the exactness of the second sequence in (iv) by chasing the dia-
gram (1.4.6). As for the first sequence, the proof is similar and easier and we
omit it.
o
At the first term H°(Xco)y the exactness follws from
H°(XJ) 2£
by (1.4.4) and from the exactness at H°(Xoo) in the usual Clemens-Schmid
o o
sequence [8]. In the same way, the exatness at H2(3C, 3?*) follows from
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H2(3£, 2C*)~IP(3C, £*), the assumption of the injectivity of H°( YJ)-*H*(X
m
),
H°{γ
β
)~IP(YJ) and from the exactness at H*(% 3C*) in the usual Clemens-
O
Schmid sequence. Similarly the exactness at H2(XQ) follows from the injectivity
of H\Y0)-+H\Y~) in the usual Clemens-Schmid sequence, H\Y0)^H°(YJ)
and from the exactness at H2(X0) in the usual Clemens-Schmid sequence. As
for the exactness at the first H\XJj, notice that H\% Q/*)->#4(3?, 36*) is in-
jective because {H\X, X*)->H\Xy 3?*)} is isomorphic to {H2d.λ{XQ)-^H2d^
(X
o
, YQ)} by (1.4.4) and the latter is an isomorphism. Now the desired exactness
follows similarly from the exactness of the usual Clemens-Schmid sequence,
EP(3£9 3£*)—H2d^1(X0)=0 by (1.4.4) and the assumption, and from the above
remark. I
It is not yet known in general whether (1.4.3) is exact or not. Proposition
(1.4.5.iv) is only a partial result but it is sufficient enough for our later use in the
present paper.
PROBLEM (1.4.7). Prove the exactness of (1.4.3).
Appendix to § 1
(A.1) As [12,11.(3.18)] has pointed out, there is a part which is not clear
in the proof of [27,(5.9)], i.e., "This implies that ? e P ^ ( y ( ^ ) , Q ) ( - r ) . "
[ibid, p.254,fll]. We explain the point more precisely. In the notation there,
we have
( ) θ H«-r-\Y(r+V) 0 ...
where the θ and the γ are the Mayer-Vietoris maps and the Gysin maps res-
pectively and we omit the coefficients of the cohomologies as well as the Tate
twists. Let
ί>0
be a primitive element such that vr ξ^B(E['g~r) as in the situation in question.
Then, by the above diagram, there exists
Γ
In particular, ξ
o
=ff ξo=θη-1—γηoGP9'~r(Ϋir+1)), but it is not known whether
θη-ι is primitive or not, hence we can not conclude θη^
λ
=Q (ξ is assumed as
Dr ξ=θη-! there!) by the argument using the polarization on pί- r(γ( r+1>).
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However, we can rescue the claim (A.1.1) below (cf. [ibid, ρ.254, f 0]) along
the line of the original proof by using the polarization Q on the whole
[ibid, (5.9)] now follows from (A.I.I).
Claim (A.1.1). g = 0.
Proof. We keep the notation in [ibid, §5]. Identifying by Pr above, we
have
£1 = 0*1-1-7*1 (*>0).
Since θ and 7 are adjoint, we can compute as
ί > 0
= € Σ j?(r
= £ Σ J.cr+w>«" fΛC
w
_ 1Λ(yfι-^,_ 1) = 0 ,
where δ=.(- l)( -'«f- -1w». We used (0&_,- y&) < >,=(-l) r + 1 4ιf=0 in the last
equality. Hence, by the positive definiteness of Q, we get the assertion. I
(A.2) In [8], the Clemens-Schmid sequences are constructed by com-
bining "Wang sequences" and the local cohomology sequences. The mixed
versions can be also contsructed in this manner.
Lemma (A.2.1). In the situation and the notation in (1.1)—(1.3), we have
a commutative diagram
0 - A
 Q{X») [-1] -* P(A Q(Xm), v) -* A^XJ) -> 0
QlStf QJSU QIS<\1
0 — BT(X
m
) [-1] — p(B'(X»), δ) -* BT{XJ) -* 0
QBU II
 δ
0 — Γ(3t*) — B\X
m
) — 5\Xo) -* 0
whose horizontal lines are exact. The hyper cohomology of each horizontal sequence
yield a "Wang sequence" in the category of mixed Hodge structures.
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The proof is standard and easy by the construction hence we omit it.
In the notation in (1.1.3), (1.2.2) and (1.3.6), we set
(A.2.2) Γ(3t, £*): = Ker {Γ(3t) -> ϊ\3£*)} and
Γ(X T*): = Coker \Γ{T) -> Γ(3ε*)} [-1].
Lemma (A.2.3). In the situation and the notation in (1.1)—(1.3) and (A.2.2),
we have a commutative diagram
0 - KQ -»p(A'Q(h),v)^ OJ[-1] - 0
QIS ft QIS] I QIS\l
o - * ά
- o
where the top horizontal sequence is QIS exact and the other horizontal sequences
are exact. In particular,
i\τ, at*) ^ r(3t, at*) =ί cQ[-2\.QIS QIS
The hypercohomology of each horizontal sequence yields a local cohomology sequence
in the category of mixed Hodge structures.
Proof. We shall show that the top horizontal sequence is QIS exact in the
middle term. The other assertions are standard and easy to see by the con-
struction and we omit their proofs.
Let (x,y)(=An®An-1 such that d(x,y)=(dAx, vx—dAy)=0 and that there
exists 57eC*"1 with y=—d
c
η in C\ Then, since y-\-dAη=0, there exists
n
~
ι
 satisfying y+dA η—vξ. Hence
(x,y)-d(ξ9 v) = (x-dA ξ,y+dA η-vξ) = (x-dA ξ9 0) and
v{x—dA ξ) = vx-dA vξ = vx-dA(y+dA v) = vx-dAy = 0 .
Therefore x-dAξtΞK
n
. I
Combining the mixed versions of the "Wang sequences" in (A.2.1) and
the local cohomology sequences in (A.2.3) as in [8], we get mixed versions of
the Clemens-Schmid sequences.
2. General degenerations of Todorov surfaces
In this section, we recall and modify the results in [20] (cf. also [30]) for our
later use.
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(2.1) We recall first some facts from coding theory. Let F2\=Zj2Z. A
binary linear code (VdFi) on a finite set 7 is a vector subspace V of the JP τ 2 " v e c t o r
space F\ of all maps from I to F
v
 The distance of φ^F[ is #{/£/ \φ(i)=\}.
A binary code (VcFi) is equidistant if all non-zero elements of V have the same
distance; this common distance is called the distance of the code. Let (VczFi)
be a binary linear code. The linear subcode associated o to a subset Jczl is de-
fined as (i<p(=V I φ(i)=0 if * $/} <zFl).
In the case that the set / itself has a structure of jF2-vector space of dimen-
sion 4, we define a binary linear code
3)\ = ({affine linear function on /} cFi).
Assigning a pair of integers (k, a) (C) : = ( # / , dim V) to a linear subcode C=
(VaF{) of 3), we get
Lemma (2.1.1). There is an order preserving bisection
{linear subcode of <D} ftisom. as abstract codes)
I
where we endow these sets orders defined respectively by
C is isomorphic to a linear subcode of C ,
and a-a'<k-k'.
The proof is found in [20, (1.2)]. The assertion about the orders are impli-
cit there, but a careful reading of that proof leads us to this assertion.
(2.2) We recall here the definition of Todorov surfaces and K3 surfaces
of Todorov type and their relationships.
DEFINITION (2.2.1). A canonical model X of a smooth minimal surface X
is called a Todorov surface if X(Oχ)=2 and X has an involution σ such that Xjσ
is K3 surface only with rational double points. A pair of integers (/,«): =
(cl(X), log2 §(2-torsion of Vic(X))) is called the type of X.
[20, §5] shows that the values of (/, a) are as in the table (2.3.3) below.
Let (Y, E) be a pair of a smooth minimal K3 surface Y and a disjoint union
E=^ΣierEi of (—2)-curves on Y. By using the cup product pairing on
IP( y, Z) and the reduction modulo 2, we have a homomorphism of modules:
δ: (primitive span of Σ Z[E§] in H\Y, Z)) -> Horn ( Σ Z[Eξ]9 F2) c~ F\.
i i
) is called the binary linear code of (Y, E).
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DEFINITION (2.2.2). Let {I, a) be one of the 11 values for Todorov surfaces
in the table (2.3.3) below. A K3 surface of Todorov type (I, a) is a triple (Ϋ, L, E)
consisting of a K3 surface Y only with rational double points, an ample line bun-
die L on Y and a disjoint union i£=Σ;e=/ E{ of (—2)-curves contained in the
exceptional locus of the minimal resolution μ\ Y-+Ϋ, such that μ*L®O
γ
(E) is 2-
divisίble in Pic(Y) and that L'L=2l and dim Im δ = α for the associated code.
E is called the distinguished (—2)-curves.
Let Z b e a Todorov surface of type (/, a) and consider the following dia-
gram:
C -> X <- X
(2.2.3) I \π \τt
B -> Ϋ ^Y
where Ϋ:=Xjσ> C is the canonical curve of X, B:=π(C), μ is the minimal
resolution, and X:=XχγY.
Lemma (2.2.4). In the above notation, let μ*B-\-E be the branch locus of
the double cover π. Then there is a bijection:
{XI Todorov surface of type (I, ά)}lisom.
1
i(Y, B, E) I (F, OΫ(B), E) is a K3 surfaces of Todorov type
(/, a) and B satisfies Condition (2.2.5) below} /isom.
Condition (2.2.5). On the smooth minimal model Y, B:—μ*B is reduced
and has at most simple singularities and B Π E=0.
The proof of (2.2.4) is found in [20, §4, §5]. We call a data (Ϋ, B, E) in
(2.2.4) a Todorov triple.
For a K3 surface (Ϋ, L, E) of Todorov type (/, a), it is known that # / =
/+8, where £ = Σ ,
 e
/ E£ (see [20, (5.2.U)]).
(2.3) Finally, we summarize the main result in [20] about the moduli spa-
ces of Todorov surfaces together with an observation of their general degenera-
tions.
DEFINITION (2.3.1). A numerical K3 surface is a smooth minimal surface
withpg=l, q=0 andcl=0 (cf. [35]).
Note that a numerical K3 surface has an elliptic flbration.
Proposition (2.3.2). The values of type (/, or) of Todorov surfaces are as in
the table (2.3.3) below. For each of these values of (/, a), there exists the moduli
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space of Todorov surfaces of type (/, a) which is irreducible. The general degener-
ations of Todorov surfaces are those of type (1^ in Table 0 in Introductions and
except the case (2, l)->(0, 1), they go down one step in the direction \ or -> freely
under the controle of the associated binary linear code. In case of (2, l)->(0, 1),
they go down two steps.
(2.3.3) (/,«) =
(8.
(7,
(6,
(5,
(4,
(3,
5)
4)
3)
2)
1)
0)
(4,2)
(3,1)
(2,0)
(2,1) i
(1,0)1
(0,
(0,0) (-1
1)
,0)
The left hand side of the vertical dots in the table (2.3.3) correspond to Todo-
rov surfaces.
(0, 1) corresponds to numerical K3 surfaces with two double fibers.
(0, 0) corresponds to numerical K3 surfaces with one double fiber.
(—1,0) corresponds to KZ surfaces blown up one point.
Proof. The first half of the proposition is proved in [20] by using the cod-
ing theory, a suitable version of Nikulin's embedding theorem, and the Torelli
theorem and the surjectivity of the period map for K3 surfaces of Todorov type.
We prove here the assertion about the degenerations which is implicit there.
There are sixteen (—2)-curves £ = Σ ί Έt on a smooth minimal Kummer
surface Y=Km (A) which correspond to the 2-torsion points of the abelian sur-
face A. They form a 4-dimensional /^-vector space and it is known that the
binary linear code of (Y, E) is 3) in (2.1). This is the key point of the relation-
ship of the abstract coding theory and the geometry from which it is deduced
that the binary code associated to any ^ 3 surface of Todorov type is isomorphic
to a linear subcode of 3) (see [20, (2.1)]).
Let (Y, L, E) be a general K3 surface of Todorov type (/, a)y i.e., the
smooth minimal model Y of Y has the Picard number & + l = / + 9 . Let C=
(VdFi) be the associated binary linear subcode. In case (/, α)Φ(8, 5), (2, 1) or
(1, 0), L is very ample on Ϋ and Ϋ has oly k=ί+8 ordinary double points which
correspond to E [20, (7.7)]. By (2.1.1), if (/—I, a% a'=a or a— 1, appears in
the table (2.3.3), there is a distinguished (—2)-curve, say Ely such that the linear
subcode of C associated to the subset /—{l}c/ has invariants (/+8—1, ctf).
Take a general member B^ \L\ and a general member JB0G \L\ subjected that
B
o
 passes through the ordinary double point on Ϋ corresponding to E
v
 Let Δ
be a small disc in the parameter space of the the pencil generated by B
o
 and B
Ί
whose center OeΔ corresponds to B
o
. Denote by J c Ϋ x Δ the total space of
the family {Bt}teΔk and by -2?C YxΔ the proper transform of βy which is the
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total space of the family {Bt}teΔk on Y. We can perform a semi-stable reduction
of the family of pairs of the double cover of Y branched along Bt+E (ίGΔ) and
their ramification lici in the following way: (i) Set Si:=EiχA(i^I). Let a:
3/->YχΔ be the blowing-up along £BΓ\6V Denote by Wqr the exceptional
A
divisor, (ii) Take the double cover β: X-^-QJ branched along the proper trans-
form α Γ ^ J δ + Σ <?»)• (iϋ) Since the (ccβ)'1 <?,- are the total space of families of
(—l)-curves on the fibers of 3C-+A, we can contract them to obtain γ : 3?—>3f.
Set -®cv»:=γ(α/3)~13} and Wγ:=rγβ~1 Wnr. Figure 1 below is the central fiber
on each step. We obtain a family of pairs
(2.3.4) /: (3?, 18%) -» Δ .
It is easy to see that this is a semi-stable degeneration of pairs of smooth mini-
mal models of Todorov surfaces of type (/, a) and their smooth canonical cur-
ves whose central fiber X
o
 is as the stage (a) in Figure 1 consisting of P2 and a
smooth minimal model of a Todorov surface of type (^—1, cc') (for details, cf.
[36,(1-3)]).
In case (/, α)=(8,5), Y is a Kummer surface which can be represented as
a quartic surface with 16 ordinary dobule points in P3 by | 2Θ | ; where Θ is
the theta divisor of the associated abelian surface, L=OΫ(2) and E corre-
sponds to the above 16 ordinary double points. Hence we can go on in the
same way as before.
In case (/, a)=(2,l), it can be seen that the linear system \L\ gives a finite
double cover Ϋ-*ΫdP3 over a quadric cone Z whose branch locus is a union of
two smooth quadric sections Q, ( i=l , 2) meeting transversally (cf. [7], [20, (5.4)]).
Todorov
lev eh
(a)
(Ξ:/ - 11 ••• -1
2:1 2: 1 2:1
KZ
level: ύ1/ •••••
1
Figure 1
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The 8+2 ordinary double points on Y come from Qt f] Q2 a n d from the vertex
of Z counted once and twice respectively. Hence we can find a desired deg-
enerating branch locus Z?
o
e \L\ as a pull-back of a suitable hyperplane section
H
o
 of Z c P 3 . The remaining steps of the construction are the same as before
and we get a family of pairs like (2.3.4). We remark here that the central fiber
XQ of the resulting semi-stable degeneration of pairs consists of two P
2
 and the
main component whose type drops as (2, l)->(0, 1) in the table (2.3.3) if and
only if the hyperplane section H
o
 contains the vertex of Z.
In case (/, α ) = ( l , 0), the linear system \L\ give a finite double cover Ϋ-+P2
branched along a union of two smooth cubics Ct ( ι = l , 2) meeting transversally
(cf. [6], [20, (5.4)]), and we can go on as in the previous case (for details, see
[35], [36]). I
3. Moduli and mixed period map
In this section, we shall formulate a mixed period map for smooth pairs
of Todorov surfaces and their canonical curves. For that purpose, (2.2.4)
allows us to use Todorov triples instead of Todorov surfaces.
(3.1) Let (Ϋ
r
, L
r
, E
r
) be a reference K3 surface of Todorov type (/, α),
J5
r
e \L
r
\ a reference smooth curve, and (Ϋ
r
, B
n
 E
r
) a reference Todorov triple
(see (2.2)). Let μ: Y
r
->Ϋ
r
 be the minimal resolution and B
r
: = μ*B
r
. We de-
note by
(3.1.1) [A] = A(Ϋ
r9BnEr)
the Thom-Gysin exact sequence
FP(Y
ryZ) -* ΈP{YryZ) -> H\BnZ) -> 0
together with the cup product pairings on A
γ
 and on Λ3 and with the funda-
mental classes
b: = [Bά e: = [E
rιt](=Ar ( ί e / ) ,
O
where E
r
=*Σi(ΞI Erh Yr:=Yr—(Br-\-Er) and {βf |/G/} is considered as an un-
ordered set. We also denote by
[A
γ
] = A(Ϋ,,L
n
E,)
the partial data consisting of A
γ
, the cup product pairing on it and the fun-
damental classes ft, { ^ | / G / } , and by
[Λ3] = A(Br)
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the data Λ3 equiped with the cup product pairing on it.
(3.2) Let (Λ, G, F
r
) be the reference mixed Hodge structure defined by the
o
complex structure on Y
rJ where
Λ: = A/torsion,
(3.2.1) G: = (G
x
 = 0 c G2 = Im {Λr-^Λ} cG3 = A) weight filtration,
F
r
: = (F* = K®CZ)F\z)F2
r
Z}Fz
r
 = 0) Hodge filtration.
Set
(3.2.2) Λ2: = {λ€=Λ r |λ 6 = λ *, = 0 ( i s/)} .
Then
grf Λ — G2 Λ<-^Λ2 with finite cokernel,
gr3
G
 Λ " Λ 3 .
Denote
(3.2.3) / ' : = dim F* , /?: = dim gr? F ί .
Since Y
r
 is a smooth minimal K3 surface and B
r
 is isomorphic to the canonical
curve C
r
 of the Todorov surface of type (/, a) corresponding to (Ϋ
r
, B
n
 E
r
), we
can compute as
/I = genus B
r
 = genus C
r
 = (2(C
r
)2+2)/2 = /+1 ,
Let
(3.2.5)
ff: = { F G Flag (A,® C f\ f) | gr? F e £F, for all i} .
and let
(3.2.6) gr:S-»%x&39 Ft-> (gr2G F, gr3G F ) .
The classifying spaces Z), and D of Hodge filtrations on Λ, and on Λ are
defined respectively by
D2: the one of the two connected components of
{F(ΞζF2\F2-F2 = 0, ω ω>0 (OφωGF2)}
(3.2.7) which contains the reference Hodge filtration gvξ F
r
,
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D3: = iF€ΞζF3\F
2
-F2 = 0, χ/^T ω ω>0
(cf. [24, Appendix. §6, II. §7], [34], [23, 1.2]).
(3.3) Let (Ϋ, L, £) be any K3 surface of Todorov type (/, a) and j ? e \L\
any smooth curve.
DEFINITION (3.3.1). A [A, D]-marking of a Todorov triple (Ϋ, B, E) is an
isomorphism of data
y = (vY,t},y3):A(Ϋ,B,E)~[A]
o
sending the Hodge filtration on IP(Y} C) into D.
A \AY, D2]-marking of a K3 surface (Ϋ9 L, E) of Todorov type is an isomor-
phism of data
Vγ:A(Ϋ,L,E)~[Aγ]
sending the Hodge filtration on H\Y, C) into D2.
A [A3]-marking of a curve (B) is an isometry
Notice that a [Λ
r
, .D2]-marking introduced above coincides with a "special
marking" in [20, §7].
We denote by Aut [Λ, D], Aut [Λ
r
, Z>2] and Aut [Λ3] the groups of auto-
morphisms of the data [Λ], [Λ
r
] and [Λ3] respectively which preserve, in the
first two cases, the components D and D2 respectively.
Lemma (3.3.2) The natural map
Aut [A, D] -> Aut [A
r
, D2] X Aut [Λ3]
is surjective.
Proof. Since Λ3 is JZΓ-free, there exists a J£-submodule Λ 3 c Λ such that
Λ=Im{Λ
r
->Λ}®Λ3. Notice also that an automorphism of the data [A] pre-
serves D if and only if its restriction on the data [A
γ
] preserves D2. The lemma
follows from these observations I
For a K3 surface (Y, L> E) of Todorov type, let μ: Y—>Y be the minimal
resolution. Let W(Ϋ) be the group of isometries of the lattice H2(Y, Z) gener-
ated by the reflections x\-*x-\-(x d)d (x^H2(Yy Z)) where d runs over the fun-
damental classes of all the exceptional (—2)-curves of μ. We denote by W(Ϋ, E)
the subgroup of W(Ϋ) consisting of those elements which preserve the unorder-
ed set {[£",-] Iz'e/} of the fundamental classes of the distinguished (—2)-curves
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E=Έi<=i Ei- Notice that w<=W(Ϋy E) acts on the set of [AYy D2]-markings by
φ
γ
\-*φ
γ
w~
ι
. We call an element of the set
{[Λ
r
, Z)2]-marking of (Γ, Ly E)}jW(Ϋy E)
a marking of the K3 surface (Ϋ, Ly E) of Todorov type or of a Todorov triple
(ΫyByE)(B^\L\).
(3.4) [20, (7.5)] constructs the coarse moduli space of Todorov surfaces
in the following way.
By the Torelli theorem and the surjectivity of the period map for K3 sur-
faces of Todorov type (/, α), the local universal families are glued together to
make up a universal family
of marked K3 surfaces of Todorov type (/, a). Let 0^=0^. be the Zariski
open subset of the projective bundle P(ξ*X) over D2 consisting of marked To-
dorov triples (Ϋy B, E, φγ)y i.e., ΰ G | L | satisfies Condition (2.2.5). Let
be the universal family of the marked Todorov triples of type (/, a). Then the
action of γG Aut [AYy D2] on D2 lifts onto P(g*X) by the Torelli theorem for
K3 surfaces of Todorov type. In fact, if y(Ϋ, L, £, φ
γ
)=(Ϋ\ L'y E'y_φγ) and
φ
γ
 (resp. φ
γ
) is a lifting of φ
γ
 (resp. φ
γ
)y there exist uniquely a ie W(Y, E) and
an isomorphism 7: (Ϋ, L, E)^(Ϋ', L'y E') such that (r)-1)* = (φ'γyι γ<pγw:
A(Ϋ,L,E)2ίA(Ϋ',L',E'). Now define the action of yeAut [Λ
r
, D2] on
) by
This action on P{g*X) is properly discontinuous since so is that on D2. The
quotients ^7/Aut [Λ
r
, D2] and DJAut [AYy D2] are the required coarse moduli
spaces of Todorov surfces of type (/, a) and of K3 surfaces of Todorov type
(/, a) respectively.
(3.5) We recall here a formulation of a mixed period map for Todorov
surfaces with smooth canonical curves.
Let
(3.5.1) HJ = % ) C q ; ( / ) a ) c P f e i )
be the Zariski open subset consisting of those marked Todorov triples (Ϋ, By
Ey φγ) which satisfy the following Condition (3.5.2).
Condition (3.5.2). On the minimal resolution μ: Y-*Ϋ, B\~μ*B is smoo-
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thandBf]E=0.
We define a mixed period map
[A
r
, Z>J - Z)/Aut [Λ, D],
3 5 3 Φ
{
 ' Φ(Y, B,E): = ?>(Hodge filtration on IP{Y, C)),
O
where φ is any [Λ, D]-marking and Y= Y—(B+E). We see that Aut [Λ, D]
acts on D properly discontinuously (cf. [34, II]) and that, with the aid of the
univereal family over HJ, Φ is holomorphic.
4. Extension of mixed period map
o
In this section, we shall prove that the local monodromy on H\Y^Z),
arround a "tame" degeneration of Todorov triples in (2.3.2) splits and we shall
extend the mixed period map Φ in (3.5.3) to $ over these degenerations. We
continue to work on the stage (b) of Figure 1 in (2.3). We use the notation in
§2.
(4.1) We recall first a general result on the splitting of a nilpotent endo-
morphism on a vector space over a field. Let
V: a finite dimensional vector space over a field,
G: an increasing filtration of V,
N: a niplotent endomrophism of V which is compatible with G
The following lemma is found in [28, (2.11), (2.16)].
Lemma (4.1.1). In the above notation, if length C?<2, i.e., for some i,
Gi=0 and Gi+2=V, then the following are equivalent to each other-.
(i) G*L yields the G-relative N-filtration, where L is the N-filtration.
(ii) The G-relative N-filtration exists.
(iii) G is strict for Nj for all non-negative integers j .
(iv) G has an N-stable splitting.
We can show implications (i)=^ii)=#*(iii)=^(iv)=#>(i). The assumption
length G < 2 is necessary for the step (ii)=#>(iii). For details, see the above ref-
erence.
(4.1.1) is a remarkable fact but it is not sufficient for our use. We need
an investigation of the local monodromy over Z.
(4.2) Let
(4.2.1) <Ό: = V(/ia)ClP(g*j;)
be a partial compactification of HJ in (3.5.1) obtained by adding those triples
(F, B, E) which satisfy the following Condition (4.2.2).
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Todorov
level: c - 1 -/ -1
K3
level:
Figure 2
Condition (4.2.2). The Pίcard number of the minimal resolution Y of Ϋ is
and B is an irreducible, reduced curve with one node. We devide the cases:
(i) B passes through one of the double points on Ϋ.
(ii) B is apart from all the double points on Ϋ
Then, by the same arguments as (3.4), the quotient
(4.2.3) <O/Aut [A
r
, D2]
is the coarse moduli space of the triples in question. The central fiber Y
o
=
V U W of a semi-stable reduction of the degeneration of types (4.2.2.i) and
(4.2.2.U) are given in Figure 1 in (2.3) and Figure 2 above respectively.
(4.3) Let
(4.3.1) f:
be a semi-stable degeneration of type (4.2.2.Ϊ) on the stage (b) in Figure 1. By
(A.2), we can consider the Thom-Gysin-Clemens-Schmid diagram (1.4.6) over
Z with exact columns. In order to adjust that diagram for our use, we set
ψ;Z)-*IP(Y0,Z)},
- G 3 ( F 0 ) } ,
J* • Z)-* H\Y
o> Z) - H\V, Z)},
Z)^G3(V)},
G3(Y0): =
(4.3.3) g ^ .
 =
G2(h =
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G3{W): = IP(W, Z),
G2{W): = lm{H%W, Z) -* G3(W)} = G3(W),
where we use the notation as (1.1.2) applied for (4.3.1) as well as the notation
on the stage (b) in Figure 1. Since H\B09 Z) (resp. H\B», Z), H\Bγy Z)) is
Z-free, the Thom-Gysin exact sequence implies that the torsion of <?,-( Y
o
) (resp.
), Gi(V)) for 1=2, 3 coincide. We denote
° : = G, (Y~)/(torsion)
(4.3.3) G,( Y
o
): = G, ( Y0)/(torsion)
O ~ O
In the notation (4.3.3), the Thom-Gysin-Clemens-Schmid diagram becomes
Z)
t ί t
o o KΓ o
(4.3.4)
0
ί
0
ί
ί
0
0
t
0
t o
ί
0
Z)-Si
N
0
0
ί
t
G3(
t
ί
0
We notice that all the columns of the diagram (4.3.4) are exact by (A.2) and
the construction. The top row is the case of curves and the exactness is well-
known. The bottom row is exact by construction. Hence we see, by chasing
the diagram, that the middle row is also exact.
Lemma (4.3.5). For type (A.2.2.Ϊ), there exists a Z-basis {ely —, em+2g}
o
of G3( Yeo) satisfying the following conditions.
o
(i) {el} »,em} is a Z-basis of G2{Y») and {em+li •••, em+2g} is a lifting of a
symplectic Z-basis of IP(Boo, Z).
-2e
m+1 ifi=m+g+l,
0 otherwise.
o
Proof. Let {ely *"yem+2g} be a Z"-basis of G3(Yoo) satifying the condition
(i). By the Picard-Lefschetz formula on H1^ Z) (cf. [25, XV.3.4]) and the
(4.1.1.iii), we may assume
—2e
m+1+x if i = m+g+1 ,
]
 0 otherwise,
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o
for some XGG£YJ). Hence it is enough to show
o
Claim. Im N in G3( Y^) is not primitive.
o
By this claim, x is 2-divisible and, replacing e
m+1 by em+l-\-xj2^Gz{Y00)i
we get the desired basis.
We now prove the above claim. Since the restriction map H2(W, Z)->
H2(D, Z) is surjective and the fundamental class of B
w
 is sent to the 2-divisible
element [BD] of H2(D, Z), where BD:=BwΠD=:{p,q}, the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence implies an exact sequence
(4.3.6) 0 -* G2(Y0) Z> G2{V)®G2{W) -> H*(D, Z)\Z\BΌ\ -> 0 .
Since G2(W) and H2(D, Z)/Z[BD] are isomorphic through the above map, (4.3.6)
splits hence we have, in praticular,
(torsion of Im r)®G2{W) = (torsion of G2(V))®G2(W).
It is easy to compute, by the Thom-Gysin sequence and the Mayer-Vietoris se-
quence, the following:
H\V, Z) = H\W, Z) = 0 . H2(W, Z): 2-torsion.
o
By the Clemens-Schmid-Thom-Gysin diagram, we see
so, by chasing the diagram, we have
lm{H\Q), $*;Z)^ IP(Y0, Z)} cIm{i/2(F0) Z)
Notice also that
Im{H°(B
v
, Z)@W{BW, Z) ^ ! Ϊ ^ HO{BD> Z ) } = z { p + q ) ?
Im{H°φ, Z) ^ ^ H°(BD, Z)} = Z(p-q).
Hence, by the above results, the Mayer-Vietoris-Thom-Gysin diagram is arrang-
ed as
(4.3.7) 0
t
Zp+Zq 0 0
Z{p+q)+Z(p-q)
t ί ί
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~* Z(P+9) ~*
I f o o f o
0 - H\D,Z) -> G3(Y0) - G3(V)®G3(W) -* 0
t t t
~ ° ^ 0 ^ , 0 Tp(D Z\
0 ~> G3(Y0) -> G2{V)®G2{W) -> n l 1 >
ί ί
0 0
We see, from (4.3.7) together with the remarks after (4.3.2) and (4.3.6),
that the image H\D, Z) in G3(Y0) is 2-divisible. Put
H\D): primitive span of image of H\Dy Z) in G3(Y0).
Then we have
(4.3.8) n
o
 n n
0 -* H\D) -* grf^o) -^
 gr3
G
^
)
 -* 0
From (4.3.4), (1.4.5.U) and the primitivity of H\D), we have a commutative
diagram
o
0 -* imN -> KerΛΓ -* grf G3(Y«) -* 0
(4.3.9) la U
o
 i
o
0 - tfχ£) - G3(F0) -> G3(F) - 0
We see, from (4.3.4), that
{
 ' ' ' (ImN+G2(YJ))IG2{Ym) ~ Im WB
by the induced maps. Taking grf of (4.3.9), we have, by (4.3.10) and (4.3.8), a
commutative exact diagram
0 -^ Im NB -* Ker NB -* gr2
£
 H\B», Z) -* 0
(4.3.11) ia
s
 U I
0
 "* # ί ^ "* H 1(βo. ^) ~* H\By, Z) - 0
z(P+q)
Since Im iVg in Ker NB is 2-divisible and H\Br, Z) is Z-free, α B in (4.3.11) is
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not isomorphic hence not so is a in (4.3.9). This proves our claim. I
REMARK (4.3.12). The same assertion as Lemma (4.3.5) holds also for the type
(4.2.2.U) on the stage (b) in Figure 2 in (4.2). The proof is similar, but now
terms G,(Γ)0G,(ϊΓ) (£=3, 2) etc. are replaced by
G 3 (F U W): = (H\V, Z)®H\W, Z))/Z([Z)f]-[Z>*]),
G2(V U W): = Im{fl*(F, Z)@H\W, Z) - G 3 (F U ^ ) } etc.,
o o o o
where [D$] and \Dfr] are the fundamental classes of DdV and DaW respecti-
vely. The splitting of (4.3.6) in the present case is given by the image of
H\W, Z) in G2(V LJ W). We omit the details.
(4.4) Let
(4.4.1) iei,—>e
m
+zg}
be a 2Γ-basis of Λ in (3.2.1) satisfying the condition (4.3.5.i) and let iVbe an endo-
morphism of Λ defined by
e
m+1 ifi=m+g+l,(4.4.2) # ( « # ) ,
 π Λ
 .
(J otherwise.
Since N splits, we can construct easily a partial compactification of the classify-
ing space D/Aut [Λ, D] in (3,5.3) added only the boundary component of codi-
mension 1 associated to N by the method of toroidal compactifications for locally
symmetric Siegel spaces (cf. [1], [5]). As a set, this is defined by
D/Aut [Λ, D]: = (D/Aut [Λ, D]) U (exp (CJV) D/exp (CΛΓ))/Norm
z
(iV),
^ ' where Norm
z
(iV): = {γGAut [Λ, D] \γ"1 Ny = N} .
The analytic structure is defined through the following construction of
D/Aut [Λ, JO].
Let D
c
^ Δ λ X ( £ / χ Δ μ ~ 1 ) x Δ v be a small open subset of D, where Δ is the
unit disc, U is the upper half plane and the decomposition is the one into
D2χD3X(extension data) (see (3.2.7)). Construct
D
c
 — Δ λ X ( ί / χ Δ μ " 1 ) x Δ v
\e
D
c
/εxp(ZN) ^ Δ λ X ( Δ * x Δ μ - 1 ) x Δ v
(4.4.4) fl
DJtxp(ZN) ^ Δ λ X Δ μ x Δ v
I
D,/exp(ZiV)/Norm
z
(iV)
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where £:=1X (exp 2π\/^ί( ) X1) X1. Patching up by
(DJtxp(ZN))INoτmz(N) ^ D/Aut[Λ, D]
(4.4.5) n
Z>
c
/exp (ZN)INovmz(N),
we obtain Z)/Aut[Λ, D], As in the case of locally symmetric Siegel spaces, this
has a structure of F-manifold (=orbifold).
Proposition (4.4.6). The mixed period map Φ in (3.5.3). extends holomor-
phically to
ut[A
r
, D2] -> D/Aut[A,D]
which sends a boundary point to its nilpotent orbit, where the source is (4.2.3) and
the target (4.4.3).
Proof. By construction (4.2.1), the boundary HJ—HJ is a smooth divisor
on °L7. Localizing the situation at a boundary point, we may assume
with local coordinates t=(t
u
 t'), where ^ = 0 is the boundary and t' the other
coordinates. Take a point T G Ϊ and fix an isomorphism of the data in (3.1.1)
By definition (or by (3.3.2)), for any 2Γ-basis {£i(°o), '• >e
m+2g(00)} of
and the monodromy logarithm N^ satisfying the condition (4.3.5) (see also
(4.3.12)), there exists a [Λ, D]-making in (3.3.1)
V = (VY, *}> ?3): Λ(ΫT, Bτ, Er) ~ [Λ] such that
Hence we have N
oo
=(ηπ)~1(2N) (ηπ) for the types (i) and (ii) in (4.2.2) on the
stage (b). For each fixed t\ let F(ooy t') be the limit Hodge filtration as ^-^O.
We define
Φ(0, t'): = exp(CiV) (ηπF(oo, t'))/exp(CN) mod Norm
z
(ΛΓ).
In order to see that Φ is holomorphic, we observe its period matrix. We
first examine the type (4.2.2.i). By (4.3.5.U), grf and the extension data of the
period matrix are invariant under the action of the local monodromy Tooi=exp
iVoo. grf of the period matrix is the only part which is affected by TΌo. To see
this part more precisely, let {e^t), ••-, e
m+2g(t)} be a horizontal frame of the local
o
system {A(t):=IP(Yt> Z)j'(torsion)}/e<^ which coincides with η~ι{ely "',em+2g}
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at ί = τ . e
m+g+ι(t) is multi-valued. Let {ω^t), •••, ωg+1(ή}t^cυ be a frame of the
Hodge filter F2 satisying ω1+i(t)=em+g+i(ή mod Ytfϊf Ces{f) (l<i<g). Then
the period matrix for F2 is of the form
B(t)\
0 1,\ V/ X g I
The (1, l)-part z
n
{t) of Z(t) is the only part which is multi-valued. By
(4.3.5.U), we can compute as
where s(£) extends holomorphically over *U, which is equivalent to the existence
of the limit Hodge filter F2(oo, /). Hence, by (4.4.4) and (4.4.5), we have
Φ: <U -> DJtκp(ZN) -> D/Aut[Λ,Z)]
n n n
Φ: €7 -> DJtxp(ZN) -> Z)/Aut[Λ,£>]
where the (l.l)-part of Z(t) on the middle stage becomes
(4.4.7) exp ( 2 * ^ = 1 ar
u
(ί)) = /? exp ( 2 ^ ^ ^
This shows that Φ is holomorphic for the type (4.2.2.i).
As for the type (4.2.2.H), a similar argument works and instead of (4.4.7) we
get
(4.4.8) exp (2τzV^Ϊ *
u
(f)) = h exp (2πV^ s(ή)
because of the (2:1) base extension in the semi-stable reduction of pairs in Figure
2 in (4.2). I
5. Inheritance of induction hypothesis and infinitesimal mixed
Torelli theorem
(5.1) The following result is useful for our inductive approach of the
mixed Torelli problem by using the degeneration of the type (4.2.2.i).
Proposition (5.1.1). In the notation of (4.3), we see for the family (4.3.1)
the following:
(i) σ,(y
β
)sκer{iV:G^y»)^σ,(F«)}.
(ii) The Gysin filtratίons G are isomorphic under (i).
(iii) The Mayer-Vietoris filtration L and the N-filtration L are isomorphic
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under {ΐ).
(iv) Before the shiftings [2], W0Z)(G*L)0 with index 2 on G3(Y0) and W=
G*LonG9(YJ).
(v) (z) is an isomorphism of mixed Hodge structures with weight filtrations
(G*L) [2] on both terms.
~~ °Proof, (i) and (ii) follow immediately from (4.3.4). Since G3(W) =
o
ΐPζW, Z) is a 2-torsion and N satisfies (4.3.5.H), (4.3.9) implies a commutative
exact diagram
0 -* ImΛΓ -> KerΛΓ -> grf G3(YJ) -* 0
(5.1.2) u n n
0 - H\DyZ) -* G3(YQ) - G3(V)®G3(W) - 0.
This shows (iii).
As for the first part of (iv), we see in the same way as (1.3.1), (1.3.3) and
(1.3.4.i) that a complex K'z over Z and its filtrations G, L and W are defined and
that they satisfy W=G*L on Kmz. The spectral sequence of hypercohomology
of (Kz, W) degenerates in E2=EOO [10, II]. We compute the E\:
Eϊk,2+k = jp(Y wK.j = θ ip-'+'asB+eyon n~i+1\ z).
El-1 = El'1 = H\D, Z) = 0
E22Λ = £Γ2 4 = 0 .
Hence, before shifting [2], we have
W-
x
 = 0 c W
o
 = Ker W2(y
o
, Z) -£ H 1 ^ , Z)} c JFX = ^(Yo, Z ) ,
where α is the composite of the Mayer-Vietoris map and the residue map. On
the other hand, since
o
, Z) -> iϊ 2(y 0, ^)> CG, = ^ ( ^ Z ) ,
L_2 = 0 C L . ! = lm{H\D, Z) -> H2(YQ, Z)} c L 0 = ίP(y β, Z ) ,
we have
(G*LU = 0 c(G*L) 0 = Go+L-iCίG L)! = H*(Y0, Z)
before the shiftings. By the part of the original Mayer-Vietoris-Thom-Gysin
diagram like (4.3.7), we see
(G*L)0 c Wo with index 2 on H*( Yo, Z)
O
hence so is that on G3(Y0).
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The second part of (iv) follows from (4.3.5) and the argument of the proof
of the step (iv)^(i) in (4.1.1) which is valid also over Z (cf. [28, (2.11)]). (v) is
a consequence of (i)-(iv) and (1.3.4). I
(5.2) We have the following partial result at present for the infinitesimal
mixed period map.
Proposition (5.2.1). The infinitesimal mixed Torelli theorem holds for the
extension Φ of the mixed period map in (4.4.6) at interior points EϊΊJ and at boun-
dary points ^CΌ—CU of the type (4.2.2./) in the tangential directions of the boun-
dary.
Proof. Let (Y, B+E) be a pair of the smooth minimal model and its
branch locus of (F, B+E)^^]. By taking the dual, we see that
H\T
γ
(-log(B+E))) -» Uom(H\ίl
γ
(log(B+E))), H\OY))
is injective. This proves the first half of our assertion.
For a degeneration of pairs of the type (4.2.2.i), the locally trivial (=equi-
singular) small deformations of the pair on the stage (a) in Figure 1 in (2.3)
within the limits of these pairs corresponds exactly to those on the stage (b),
i.e., there are no problems of ordinary double points nor the Todorov in-
volution. On the stage (a), they are determined by the deformations of the pair
of the main component and the union of its branch locus and the double curve.
The latter are determined by the deformations of (V, (B-\-E-{-D)
v
) on the stage
(b). As before,
H\T
v
(-log(B+E+D)
v
)) -> Hom(H\Cl1
v
(log(B+E+D)y))9 H*(OV))
is injective. This implies the second half of our assertion, because, for a bound-
ary point io^^U, Φ(t0) induces the Hodge filtration on G3(V)®C=H2(V, C)/C[D]
by (5.1.2) and the difference of
H\Vy C)/C[D] c-> H2(V-Dy C) = H2(V-(B+E+D)Vy C)
affects their gr£ only for p=2. I
PROBLEM (5.2.2). Solve infinitesimal mixed Torelli problem for Φ.
PROBLEM (5.2.3). Solve local mixed Torelli problem for Φ.
PROBLEM (5.2.4). Solve generic mixed Torelli problem for Φ.
REMARK (5.3.5). (i) In cases (/, α ) = ( l , 0) and (2, 1) the generic mixed
Torelli theorem is verified for geometric monodromy in an elementary way
([19], [23, II.2]).
(ii) The number of moduli of Todorov surfaces is 12 for every (/, a).
On the other hand, a hypersurface of (ΉIAut[A
γ
, D2])y_lay a'=a or a—1,
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is glued as the boundary locus of the degenerations of the type (4.2.2.i). Hence
the induction step will not proceed naively.
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